
Group Homework
For the week of September 26, 2021

GETTING TO KNOW ME:
 • Do you own or would you ever own a pair of Crocs?

 • If you could remove all social media from the world, would 
you? Why or why not?

REVIEW:
What’s one thing that stayed with you from this week’s message?

DIGGING DEEPER:
It is hard to overstate the importance of a child feeling accepted by 
his or her parents. As we conclude our Family Matters series this 
week, we are looking at the importance of parents not only creating a 
healthy environment for children to grow up in but making a point to 
bless their children by how they treat them.   
Read: Genesis 27:1-38

 1. What are some things that stand out to you from the story of 
Isaac blessing Jacob?

 2. How do parents bless their children today in our culture?
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 3. How would you explain the importance of children feeling 
encouraged, loved and accepted by their parents?

  a. What is some advice you would give to a person who feels 
 like their parents never accepted them?

 4. How does living a consistent life bless a child?

 5. What are three practical ways parents can encourage/bless 
their children?

 6. How does giving a child the freedom to grow up bless him or 
her?



ONE LIFE:
 • Pray for the courage to talk to your one life about Jesus this 

week and take advantage of any opportunity that God provides 
for you.          

APPLICATION: (for personal use only)
 1. Did you feel blessed or accepted by your parents?

  a. Looking back on your life, how did this affect you for  
 good or bad?

 2. How can you move forward in a healthy way because of the 
love of God?

PRAYER REQUESTS:

The homework is available to do and save on the MPCC App!  
Click: Groups — Date (of homework).

Share pictures of your Group! #mpccgroups


